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editorial
The HOF and More
The accompaning photo is of me
with Stoney Roberts, curator of the
Archery Hall of Fame. I was there
making a donation and got a tour. If
you are anywhere near Springfield,
Missouri it is well worth a look-see.
It is housed in the Bass Pro Shops
megastore along with a number of
other attractions.
The museum has bas-relief
plaques of all of the members of the
Hall as well as a great many peices
of memorabilia. There are quite a
number of bows that have been
donated, including the prototype
compound bow made by Hollis
Allen. I was shocked to note that
the prototype is left-handed and
while I pride myself on being
observant and I had seen photos of
this contraption many times, I had
no clue.
Just looking at Mr. Allen’s
invention helps me understand why
people looking at their beautiful
wood recurve bows and then at this
would say “That’s not a real bow!”
Time has proven otherwise but it is
easier to understand that initial
reaction having seen the beast.
In this issue we have two articles
written by Canadians, one by a
German, and two by Illini. This is
a very worldly issue!
Tom Dorigatti (of Illinois)
provides us with some background
on and instructions for making our
own nock aligning tool. I found
out about nock aligners the hard

way. As I was covering Bernie
Pellerite’s archery school he used
my arrows as an example of how
not to align your nocks (no two
were in the same alignment)!
Al Wills of Canada talks about
one of my favor topics among both
archers and coaches: archery
secrets! There is one! But I suspect,
like me, he thinks there shouldn’t
be.
A new author, Lisa McManus
Lange got talked into writing
about her experience as an archery
parent who got roped into “giving
it a try,” and people liked what she
wrote so much she sent it to us and
we are glad she did. We think you

will enjoy her inspiring story
because so many of us got in to
archery much the same way.
Markus Wagner, our new
friend from Germany is writing
about target panic and we have
another submission for the next
issue on the same topic. Like all of
the other scourges of humanity, we
need to keep working until there is
a cure.
We wanted to include an article by Arthur Halligey of England
who has been using the AER
archery curriculum and shows how
it can map onto a European
archery curriculum but ran out of
space, so we will be holding that
article over until next time.
And
since
Winter
is
Coming!™ and many of us will
soon be snow bound, we need ways
to train that don’t take up much
space so I asked Justin Tafoya to
write about his own invention, the
Dry Fire Pro, which looks like it
might fill the bill for many of us.
The AER people have
chipped in with articles for both
their student-archers and their
coaches on dealing with frustration
and I chip in with an article about
compound bow grips and their
strange transformation over the
last 20 years.
As always, we hope you enjoy
this issue.
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Lisa McManus Lange is a mother, writer
and Olympic-style recurve archer from Vancouver Island, BC. A writer at heart, the
archery bug has taken hold and she often swaps
pen for arrow when she finds the time. Her
first tournament was the MICA in 2015, only
a few months after she started shooting. Her
work has appeared nationally in many Chicken Soup for the Soul books, and she is also a fiction writer for teens. A version of this article
previously appeared in ‘Chicken Soup for the
Soul: Think Possible’ (October 2015). Find
her at www.lisamcmanuslange.blogspot.com
or at lisamc2010@yahoo.ca .

Al Wills states: “I started shooting in 1971
with my wife Mary. Fell in love with releases
in 1973. One of the first people to shoot a compound in Canada. Shot my first Canadian
Championship in 1974 (came in 2nd). Started working as a volunteer in 1981 with the
Canadian Coaching Committee, was the
Olympic Coach in 1984, Team Captain and
Team Coach many times since. Been on the
Archery Canada Executive since 1988 and
President for 13 years. Chaired the 1997
World Archery Championships here in Victoria, BC, Canada.”

Tom Dorigatti has been an avid archer and
Bowhunter for over 55 years. He has been
hunting with a bow and arrow since he was
10 years old. Although bowhunting was his
primary objective, target archery quickly took
a front seat for the times when hunting season
wasn’t open. Tom has been a member of the
National Field Archery Association for 45
years and has actively participated in tournaments or on ranges in no fewer than 37 states,
as well as Guam and the Azores. He has also
been involved in managing archery leagues
and tournaments up to and including NFAA
Sectional events since 1968. He is a
NFAA/USA Archery Certified Level 3
instructor.
Tom is the author of three books, “ProActive
Archery,” “The Puzzled Archer,” and “The
Puzzled Cyclist.” During the bike riding season, Tom can be found either at the archery
range or out on a road bicycle or trike.

Steve Ruis is an avid archer and coach and
Editor of This Magazine and author of a
number of archery books, especially on coaching
archery (Coaching Archery, More on Coaching
Archery, Even More on Coaching Archery,
Archery Coaching How To’s), Still More on
Coaching Archery, and The Principles of
Coaching Archery, Vol. 1).

Markus Wagner says “I tried to remember all
the details from the past. I was surprised that I
really remembered mostly results I shot. But all
the tournaments I shot as a teenager I cannot
remember. And because I moved away from
Germany in 2011 I don’t have any papers
about it anymore. And the last five years were
very special. I sold my equipment and moved
around Europe with my wife. I really missed
being active in archery even by myself. I hope I
can afford equipment again soon. And because
I am offering Online-Coaching and also the
live-coaching afterwards for archers who can
afford it, I will need to be shooting again.
Cheers from Sankt Augustin, Germany”

Justin Tafoya says “Given my first kids
recurve bow when I was 9 years old by my
father. I returned to the sport after completing
my military service in 2003. I introduced my
wife to archery and now it is a healthy part of
our lives that we enjoy doing together. We are
both registered nurses so time at the range or
on a 3-D target course is very wecome relaxation for us.”

Coaches! Please consider joining the Archery
Coaches Guild to help shape the future of
coaching!
www.archerycoachesguild.org
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The Nock Aligner:
The Most Overlooked Tool?
How to Make Your Own
by Tom Dorigatti
I start out by referring to items contained in my book,
ProActive Archery (PAA), specifically Chapter 13,
“The Most Overlooked Piece of Equipment—The
Nock.” I am going to revisit this subject and provide
some updates and further explanation concerning
nock alignment including telling you how to make an
accurate and portable nock alignment tool that will
cost you about “eight bits” (aka $1.00) to make. So,
let’s get started.
Chapter 13 of PAA starts out with this statement:
“Most middle-to-upper echelon tournament archers
and bowhunters spend an enormous amount of time
setting up their equipment. The best are diligent about
getting their draw length set as perfectly as possible.
They are careful about arrow rest placement and peep
site setting (and rotation). They make certain that all
four axes of the site are precisely aligned. Many also
are scrupulous about their arrow weights, length, point
weights, spine, and vane placements. What is amazing
is the number of archers who all but ignore the nock
of the arrow—except, of course, when one gets broken
or finally fails to properly fit the bow string. Only then
do they become alarmed enough to take action. Some
will go along for several rounds with an arrow that isn’t
hitting where it should and not even think to check
the nock in that arrow! If you are interested in learning some of the finer details
about your arrow nocks, read
on. What do you have to lose
besides a gain of a few points in
your score you might be missing because of overlooking . . .
the nock of your arrow?”
6

It is as true now as it was in 2012 when “ProActive
Archery” written and as it has been ever since I’ve been
in competitive archery and bowhunting!
Additional Information Some shooters believe that
the use of a “Hooter Shooter” or other shooting
machine will tune the bow for the shooter and that is
why top professionals use the machine to get their
shots all going into the same hole in the target face.
This isn’t necessarily true at all. From what I’ve found
out, the real idea is not tuning the bow, but rather getting each and every arrow tuned and aligned so that
every arrow out of the bow is hitting in the same hole!
I repeat, every arrow hitting in the same hole, not necessarily tuning an already “tuned” bow. Arrows that
won’t hit in the same hole out of the machine are
culled out.
You may have read about the process of turning a
nock slightly and or even going to the next vane in
nock alignment to try to get that arrow to stay with the
rest of the arrows in the set? But alas, I’m getting a bit
ahead of myself, but by design! The key here is that
once you get all the arrows in the set to hit together, be
it by the use of the shooting machine (an expensive
proposition), or by the trial and error method, how do
you assure that all subsequent arrows will have the
same nock alignment so you don’t have to shoot the
arrows into the group again, all
by trial and error. Read on,
folks, I’m about to tell you
again, only better this time
around.
I am not writing this to
provide information on or staArchery Focus

tistics about any particular brand of nocks, although I
do have that information. I won’t be mentioning any
brand names of nocks in this article, since that is not
the point. However, over the years, I’ve used many different types and brands of arrow nocks. Some of them
have been quite inexpensive, while others have been
very expensive indeed. What I have found is that it
pays to be ProActive; even when it comes down to the
little piece of plastic affixed to the back of the arrow
and is the connection point to your bowstring.
Something that takes the load of accelerating a projectile from zero to over 204 miles per hour in a distance
of only 20 inches is bound to give out sooner or later,
and often, this is much sooner than later, especially if
the arrow is not spined correctly or the bow is mistuned! I won’t go into the “g-forces” this little piece of
plastic undergoes, but suffice it to say that if that were
you absorbing those forces, you likely wouldn’t survive
such a massive dose of acceleration! Yet you rely on a
nock for several thousand shots and never consider it
just might be … the thing that is failing your otherwise finely tuned system.
So, again from PAA Chapter 13, here with a bit of
paraphrasing:
Step #1 Checking the Fit
of Your Nocks on Your Bowstring
1. It pays to check all the nocks in the package for
correct nock fit onto your bowstring. There are
variances in each package of nocks! If most all of
them are too snug or too loose, then consider reserving your center serving to get the fit you want.
Once that is done, use a micrometer to measure
that diameter and write it down. Then when you
put on a new string or center serving, simply make
sure that the center serving is tightened to that setting! Be ProActive; every little bit helps.
2. When I change a nock on an arrow, before I shoot
that arrow out of the bow, I will place the arrow on
the bowstring and pull it off the string, repeating
the process 15 times. Then, I consider that arrow
okay to shoot. This allows for at least some breaking in of the arrow nock to the bowstring; this is
not perfect, but better than a first timer when all
the other arrows in the set have been shot numerous times.
Step #2 Weigh Your Nocks
You are probably thinking, “All nocks of the same
brand and type weigh the same.” Well, have you
checked that out? Not all the nocks in the package will
Archery Focus

weigh the same! A tenth of a grain is no big deal, but
I’ve found that sometimes the variance is quite significant. Also remember that different colors of nocks
weigh out differently, too.
Step #3 Setting an Arrow’s Nock Alignment
This is the “meat” of this article!!
Most archers, and especially those shooting fallaway arrow rests, are lackadaisical about arrow nock
alignment, thinking that a little bit won’t matter much,
even off of a launcher blade arrow rest. All of you
probably know about the powder test for checking
arrow clearance, correct? Well, there is more to it that
just checking clearance on the arrow rest; you are also
supposed to be checking to see if the arrow nock is
aligned correctly so that the vanes are clearing the rest
or, if they are contacting the arrow rest, that all arrows
are contacting the rest the same amount. This is better
related to checking each and every arrow so you know
that they all have the same vane orientation, or, realistically, the same nock alignment. There are many ways
to accomplish this:
1. Most shooters I observe simply “eye-ball” the nock
rotation from arrow to arrow and get it close. This
works after a fashion for fall-away type arrow rests.
This gets it close, but you wouldn’t believe how far
off eye-balling can be!
2. There are a few nock alignment tools available for
purchase (see photo montage left). Bjorn used to
make a quality nock alignment tool that worked
really well (see photo below). Now and again one will
show up on eBay.

3. A number of nock alignment tools are readily
available for modest cost. Apple Manufacturing
has a nice nock alignment tool, as does Archery
Technologies (see in photo montage above). NicNock also made an arrow nock alignment tool that
is very similar to the Apple (see photo below)
4. Saunders used to make a very nice (but not
portable for use out in the field) nock alignment
tool. It is no longer available, but I’ve been told that
Continued on Next Page
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Apple Nock Aligner

Archery Technologies Nock Aligner

technique for marking the shaft, the bushing and
then lining up the nock mold line with those marks
on the bushing and arrow shaft.

Saunders is still reviewing whether or not to reintroduce this great, accurate nock alignment tool
(see photos).

Saunders Nock Aligner

5. Yet another method I’ve used with great success is
to get that first arrow you powder tested and that
shows the best or consistent vane clearance to use
as a “standard”. Then, simply lay that arrow down
on a flat surface with the cock vane up. Lay the
other arrows out of your set down with the same
vane orientation, and simply look at the orientation
of the string groove of the nock; or the flat part of
the nock. All of them should be the same. Keeping
your “master” safe, simply work with each arrow,
one by one until all of them have the same groove
orientation as the master. With practice, you can
get them all nearly identical. I’ve had much success
with this; to the point that when I borrowed a
friend’s nock alignment tool and set it with my
master arrow, all of the others were very, very close;
not all were perfect, but extremely close. (If you
look closely at accompanying photo, you can see
that the nock alignment on the second and third
arrows from the left are slightly off. This was done
purposefully for demonstration purposes.) The use
of camera with a macro function can really be a big
help on this item! The next photo shows a marking
8

7. All of the tools and methods listed above are nice,
but none of them are portable for use out in the
field or on the line when you need to change a broken nock. A friend of mine (Brad Robinson) made
me a nock aligner out of a ½˝ PVC plastic elbow.
He simply placed a 4-40 cadmium stove bolt
through the PVC elbow with the depth of the bolt
matching up so that my cock feather could be
aligned with a mark placed on the end of the opening. This works perfectly for my GoldTip XXX
shafts. So, since I shoot three different sized arrow
shafts depending upon the venue (or my mood), I
got to thinking that it would be nice to have just
one nock alignment tool that is portable and
accommodates each shaft size without any wobble.
The ½˝ PVC elbow version works very well for
XXX’s (or 27xx, 26xx, or 25xx aluminum arrows),
but for smaller arrows from size 24xx and down, it
simply has too much slop in it to be accurate! As I
said in “ProActive Archery:” Consistent contact is
the key, and if the nocks aren’t aligned the same,
then this consistency is next to impossible to
achieve.
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Making Your Own Nock Alignment Tool
I cannot say that I came up with this concept. I had
seen some shaft-sized “nock aligners” made out of
brass for sale on the Internet, but I don’t think those
are made any longer. They were called Archery Nock
Tools and were a series of three different sizes of brass
tubes with several holes drilled through them at different distances from the ends of the tubes. Insert the
bolt through the tube, put your arrow with its nock
into the tube, and mark the vane rotation position on
the tube. The Archery Nock Tools also cost more than
I would like, and even then, they only came in a few
shaft diameter sizes. They are indeed portable and
would get the job done (see photo below).

So, now let’s get busy and made a two-way and a
three-way nock alignment tool!
Items Required (see Items Required montage below):

1. (1) ½˝ PVC 90 degree Elbow or (1) ½˝ PVC “Tee”

Continued on Next Page

Want More on Compound Archery?
Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?
If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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I have found that a ½˝ nylon hose barb will accommodate a 22XX shaft nearly perfectly and perfectly if the shaft has an arrow wrap on it!
2. Short pieces of XXX (or 27xx) arrow shafting.
While the XXX fits perfectly into one part of the
elbow or “Tee” and in order to downsize for smaller diameter arrows, you will need to start by inserting a piece of XXX into the unit.
3. Short pieces of 23xx or 24xx diameter arrow shafting (I used XX78 aluminum shafting)
A 22xx with wrap fits perfectly into a 2413 aluminum arrow! Be careful. You don’t want the Series
22 fitting too snugly within the 24xx shaft. If it fits
too tightly, you risk pulling your nock out of the
arrow and having it stuck on the inside of the unit.
4. Short pieces of 23xx or series shaft materials.
For me, my GoldTip Ultra-Lite Pro 500’s and 600’s
fit nearly perfectly inside a GoldTip Series 22 shaft!
The photo below shows how well the shaft sizes fit
into each other to get the proper fit for the smaller
diameter shafts you want to use in the other two legs
of your new nock alignment tool.

5. (2–3) brass stove bolts 4-40 X 3⁄4˝ or 1˝ long
It so happens that the 4-40 bolt size fits the
GoldTip Accu-Nocks, HD Pin nocks, pin nocks
and 0.166˝ GTO nocks perfectly! You want the
nock fitting just tightly enough that there isn’t a lot
of slop, but not so tight it gets stuck.
6. (2–3) 4-40 hex nuts for each leg of the tool you are
making.
7. Optional (2–3) 6-32 flat washers for each leg. The
washers help stabilize the bolt and prevent it from
10

pulling through the PVC.
8. Small tap wrench to drill the soft PVC elbow or
Tee
3
9. ⁄32˝ and 7⁄64˝ drill bits
The 3⁄32˝ bit is to make a pilot hole followed by the
other bit to enlarge the hole to 7⁄64˝. The PVC is
quite soft, so you can use the tap wrench and drill
bit to manually drill the hole for the bolt.
10.Your arrows of the sizes you want to have your tool
accommodate.
11.Optional (3) Safety Pins Size 2˝
These are to be used if you want to make an
adjustable needle gauge instead of making a mark
on the shaft extension in the unit. This is an option
that I don’t use, mostly because this indicator could
get bent and thus knocked out of place when you
place the unit or withdraw it from your quiver. In
addition, you could stab yourself with the end of
the pin.
12. About 30 minutes of your time.
The Assembly Process The best way to start is to
gather your short pieces of arrows that will down fit to
the arrow shafts you are shooting. For me, it is Gold
Tip Ultra-Lite Pro 500 or 600, Gold Tip Series 22, and
Gold Tip XXX (see photo for the sizing scheme). The
offerings of shaft bits that I am using will accommodate most of you. Of course, if you are using super
small arrows such as Carbon Express Nanos, or Gold
Tip Kinetics, the unit above will still work just fine.
Remember that some push in arrow nocks are slightly
larger than the shaft diameter (due to a finger sensitive
tab on the nock itself ), but if you are using regular pin
nocks then you can go with a slightly smaller shaft
insert into your unit. I found that a Gold Tip Kinetic
with an regular GoldTip pin nock fits perfectly inside
of an 1813 aluminum arrow shaft. However, the ULPro 500 or 600 won’t fit if you are using an Accu-Nock,
or and HD pin nock due to the size of the arrow nock’s
finger fin.
Arrow Shaft Step Down Combinations
So in my case the arrow shaft sizing combinations are:
• Gold Tip XXX shafting (or 2512 aluminum).
• 2413 aluminum arrow shaft material
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• Gold Tip 22 Series arrow shaft material
• 1813 XX75 Aluminum arrow shaft material (for
GoldTip Kinetic arrow with either pin nock. (1813
will fit the Ultra-Lite Pro arrows if you use the
“normal” pin nock, but won’t fit with a push-in
Accu-nock or an HD pin nock.)
1. Insert your XXX (or 26xx or 25xx) shaft into one
side of the Elbow or one of the 3 parts of the “Tee”.
At this point, you are setting to make the aligner
for the 27 series (or 26xx or 25xx) arrows.
2. Using your selected arrow, slide it into the elbow or
“Tee.” Until the vanes are either just touching or
about 1⁄4˝ from the edge of the elbow or “Tee.” I
prefer to have the vanes or feathers about 1⁄4˝ to 1⁄2˝
away from the edge of the unit for down-sized
shaft inserts. For the XXX, you can butt your index
vane right up against the edge of the unit if you so
choose and then mark the unit or scribe a line . . .
or . . . leave a gap and use the safety pin aligner
option.
3. Using a marker, mark the arrow shaft with a visible
line and then remove the shaft from the elbow or
“Tee.”
4. Now, simply place your marked arrow onto the
elbow or tee and make a mark on the elbow or “tee”
at the point where the bottom of your nock slot
matches up.
5. Using your Tap Holder and the 7⁄64˝ drill bit, slowly drill a hole through that branch of the elbow or
“tee.” Be sure to try to get that hole square to the
unit. The PVC is really soft and drilling it by hand
is easier than using a power drill or moto-tool.
6. Once you have that accomplished, simply put the
finished bolt through the hole in the “Tee”, put on
the pair of hex-nuts to secure the bolt into the
elbow or “tee.” If you are going to make an indicator instead of marking the unit, then you can use
the safety pin and cut it to length to match up with
how your vanes are set on your arrow. Allowing for
making of a loop on your safety pin, you can then
place your safety pin onto the bolt and reinsert the
bolt into the elbow or “Tee” and secure it with the
lock nut. The safety pin will be adjustable for you
to use once you have your “standard” arrow set.

This will allow you to have all the arrows in the set
aligned nearly exactly the same. Be careful, however, because that pin stings like the dickens if you
poke yourself with it!

7. For the other end of the elbow or other two ends of
the “Tee,” you need to repeat steps 3-5 to set the
bolt hole into the unit.

8. Then, you simply insert your shaft size combinations into each other, slide them into the unit and
then drill the holes into the shaft size combinations
that fit your arrows. Be sure to watch the length of
protrusion so that the shaft reduction combinations are not too short! If they are too long, you
can grind them down on an arrow saw or with a
moto-tool or belt sander to get the length just
right.
9. Repeat step #9 for the other end of the elbow or
arms of the Tee. Just be sure to set the length of the
shaft step-down combinations so that your
arrow(s) will go into the unit deep enough to
engage the bolt and that you are very close to the
Continued on the Next Page
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end of the shaft combos so that you can mark the
combo with your correct vane positioning. If you
are like me, you never change how far down the
shaft you place your vanes or feathers, so once this
“depth” is set, you are done (see photo opposite).
Options
You can get fancy if you want to and cut slots into the
smallestinserted arrow down-sizers so that they are
adjustable in and out. This would preclude the use of
the safety pin as an indicator. The down side to the
safety pin idea is that it can be bent out of position in
your quiver or get caught on something and mess up
your master setting. The pin indicator is just a fancy
option. I think it may be better to mark the extension

down-sizing piece with an indelible marker that aligns
exactly with either one or two of your vanes on your
master arrow.
Another option would be to drill a hole near the
end of the unit (tee or 90 degree elbow), thread the
hole to 4-40 or even 6-32 and use that to set your
down-sizing shaft combo rotation. This would allow
you to scribe a line on the down-sizing shaft and make
the unit totally adjustable inwards and outwards and

Want More on Coaching Archery?
Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available in Better Bookstores and Online
12
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also laterally. You would loosen the set screw, rotate the
down-sizing shaft combo to line up with your indicator vane and then tighten said set screw. I don’t use this
option, but it is available to you as another adjustability option.
While the above sounds complicated, if you think
the process through, it is very simple and only takes
about a half-hour to accomplish. The key is getting the
equipment gathered up and following a process.
Step #4 How to Mark for Duplication
So, now you have all the nocks on your arrows. They
weigh the same. They fit onto your bowstring with as
close to the same amount of resistance as you can get
without using sophisticated instruments. You have the
nock rotation on each and every arrow the same. So,
how do you go about making sure that, should you
have to replace a nock on an arrow out in the field, you
get the new nock oriented exactly the same as the rest
of the arrows in your quiver? Sure, you could just put
that arrow into the “penalty box,” but what happens if
you suddenly need that arrow? Then what do you do?
Proactive Archery doesn’t allow for “punting.”
Remember, Proactive Archery has a system! This “system” is very simple and easy to accomplish. It is a simple case of marking the nock orientation on the shaft,
or if you use inserts in the back of your shaft (such as
g-nock, Super-nock, or pin-nock inserts), you mark
the insert; either with permanent ink ultra-thin point
marker, or, with a very fine pointed scratching instrument such as a sharp hobby knife. Where to put this
mark or scratch, you ask? This is very simple. All nocks
have a mold line on them. I simply make my mark on
my arrow and/or insert to match up with the mold
lines on both sides of the nock, and voila; a nock orientation indicator for that arrow that won’t change
(unless you mess up the bushing, that is). However, if
you mark the shaft and the bushing, then even a bushing movement won’t affect your indicator. (Note In all
photos showing a marked line, I have used a much
thicker marking line than normal to be visible in the
photos).
Conclusion
Years ago, most of us would routinely “spin” our aluminum arrows all the time to check for straightness.
Those at or near the top of the leader board were also
checking for loose vanes and bent or broken nocks
(even though they weren’t saying anything about that)!
Some of the better shooters, were putting their arrows
into a lathe, lining them up perfectly, and turning
Archery Focus

down the arrow nock taper to get that taper absolutely perfect. This was never “talked aobut” excepting
among those that had earned their “whiskers” on the
circuit, or those that kept their eyes and ears open and
were paying attention!
Today, you see very few shooters spinning arrows
or checking them over much at all. You might see
some bending and flexing shafts as recommended by
carbon arrow manufacturers, but you don’t see much
checking of the arrows by spinning or blowing on
them to spin the vanes and watching for nock misalignment. It seems like a lost art for the most part.
People don’t even realize that nock insert bushings are
not consistent in how tightly they fit the arrow shaft.
The inserts are also not consistent with regard to how
the nock fits into the bushing. Thus, vane orientation
can easily change on you and you won’t be aware of it
until it is too late. Even pin nock fit onto the pins can
be inconsistent and some pins or the nocks themselves
may be off just a tad.
Better archers have learned from experience (the
school of hard knocks?) what to look for and how to
tell if it is them or if there is something amiss with
their equipment. Many of them will check the arrow
nock details off first when something appears to be
amiss. Why? Because, especially outdoors, that item
can become damaged very easily, and sometimes you
might not even notice it. Up until now, you have pretty much eye-balled your arrow nock alignment when
you have had to make a nock change out in the field
or even on the shooting line.
Through this article I have provided you with an
easily built portable nock aligner that will handle
either two or even three arrow sizes and allow you to
set your nock alignment for every arrow in your quiver
to the exact same orientation. I have also provided
some additional options you may wish to incorporate
into your own home-made nock alignment tool.
Wouldn’t it be a pity to be completely knocked out
of a competition because of a piece of plastic —
knocked out by a nock? Think about just how many
times you may have lost points on your score because
of a nock.
Be on the lookout for my upcoming book “An
Autobowography of the Compound Bow.” (Final title
not determined quite yet). You will enjoy reminiscing
if you have been around archery for a long time, or, you
will definitely learn a lot about how we compound
bow/release shooters got to where we are today!
Good shooting to you all.
Tom Dorigatti
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Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to
teach it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!
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A New Training
Device
Made For Archers by an Archer
by Justin Tafoya
You will never get nocked-up again without
thinking of Dry Fire Pro™. There are many articles
written by highly credentialed authors discussing
training methods and regimens along with best practice theories. There is a common theme among those
writings discussing archery training and that is repetition. In the realm of archery this means that an individual needs to draw, anchor, and release the same
way time after time.
This is certainly easier said than done, because
the only way to learn to make these repetitions is
through practicing repetitions. This article is to bring
to your attention that we have a new archery training
device that eliminates common excuses to not being
able practice regularly or even practice at all. It can be
used anywhere and requires only a few minutes daily.
This gem of an archery training device is called the
Dry Fire Pro™, it was developed out of necessity and
was inspired by my passion for archery.
A few years ago I was not at all prepared for a
large 3-D shoot and I fatigued halfway through the
event. I marked up more aspen trees than high school
sweethearts during that event. This experience
emphasized the reality that I needed more training,
that is more practice preparing for future archery
activities. I was in desperate need of a training device
that could be used anywhere, that fit my schedule, and
preferably that I could shoot without the use of an
arrow, that is be able to “dry fire.”
A key attribute of such a training device if it were
to be used to resolve target panic was to have it be
able to mimic the feeling of using a bow. I could then
focus on mastering the basics of archery shooting
while taking aim and transfer those skills right over to
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my bow. More specifically, I needed a training device
that provided the balance and comfort of a bow in
hand with the ability to use my own accessories
[mechanical release & bow sights].
I tried a number of already available devices and
found them to be limited in versatility and awkward
in hand. So I decided to create my own, a training
device that does it all. I also wanted it to be easy to
customize by adding your own bow sight, use a
mechanical release, a weight plate, a stabilizer, and
also to simulate the correct feel of having arrow
between your fingers if you shot with your fingers on
the string.
I created all of these features when I invented the
Dry Fire Pro™ including our Mimicked Arrow Shaft
and Nock (MASAN) for finger shooters. See the
photo for details.
Using the Dry Fire Pro™
Remember what it felt like to pick up your bow
after a long layoff and feeling the “shakes” after shooting a dozen or so arrows? I recall many bad habits
were developed as a result of shaking through shots.
In times like this practice doesn’t make perfect, it
makes perfectly bad habits.
Think about a time when you were shooting and
your arrows would not hit where you wanted them to.
Or think of a time when any part of your shooting
form “just didn’t feel right.” Using the Dry Fire Pro™
eliminates all of these issues.
Most archers can agree that they would benefit
from being able to safely cycle their bows and shoot
them over and over again without having to schlep
Continued on the Next Page
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everything they owned to their range or shop. Many
of us face don’t have the time it takes to step away
from everything for 45 to 60 minutes because of our
other responsibilities while others don’t have a convenient place to shoot arrows anywhere close to them.
With the Dry Fire Pro™ you can practice archery
basics while watching television, making dinner,
doing yard work, sitting at your work desk, in the
middle of the night, standing in front of a mirror, or
any other time pr place you want to practice. A great
advantage of training with the Dry Fire Pro™ is that
we break down shooting basics to minimize fatigue so
that you can develop and perfect your shot routine.
Remember the muscle fatigue you experienced
the last time your bow was put in the closet for a long
time? At Dry Fire Archery we remember and that is
why you can now warm up those archery specific
muscles by mimicking the power cycling of a bow
with the up to 60 lbs of resistance the Dry Fire Pro™
offers.
Once the strength training step is completed
archers can then focus on shooting form repetition:
• Establishing a comfortable stance
• Developing a consistent hand grip
• Developing anchor point constancy
• Muscle memory [Not influenced by fatigue]
• Surprise triggering of your release
Archers can forego the strength training step and
16

jump straight into the shooting form
focused areas. This is one way we can minimize fatigue.
What does strengthening your archery
muscles and mastering shooting basics
before picking up your bow mean to you?
It could be the difference in being able to
hold longer until your game animal presents a shot, it could mean a 12 or 14 ring
instead of a 5 or 8, or how about a gold
instead of silver, or it could be the confidence you or your child needs as a skilled
archer.
I am not a master archery instructor or
a world class archer who has won national
titles. I just have a great passion for archery
like many of you. I picked up my first
recurve bow when I was nine years old and
I started shooting a compound bow after
my military service concluded in 2003. I
take great pride in sharing my passion with
others.
I used to think that it was normal to
punch, stab, or yank the trigger as my bow sight pins
swung through the circles on the target. I used to
think the faster everything happened the better. It
wasn’t until that day I fatigued on the 3-D course and
developed target panic that I fully understood the
hard work that it takes to be a skilled archer. I also
learned how underprepared many archers are before
picking up a bow.
My Uncle Bill, a Vietnam veteran, said to me as
he held the Dry Fire Pro™, “Just think if we had this
when we were getting into archery.” I think about that
simple statement all the time. It makes me think
about archery being one of the few sports where the
final activity is performed with minimal focus on
preparation by the average participant.
Don’t believe me? Ask around and you will learn
that too many archers don’t pick up their bows more
than a week before a hunt or a 3-D shoot. I take that
statement back… We buy new arrows because we
know a few will break as a result of not being prepared. It’s no wonder our shoulders hurt, we miss targets, we can’t hold steady on target, or even worse we
miss when it counts the most. Even if we are in shape,
at indoor shoots we may not have had enough time to
warm up and be out of the money before we have shot
a half dozen arrows. “Archers on the circuit can use
this [Dry Fire Pro™] to warm up before a shoot.”
Brian Cronin, Owner of Timber Mesa Outdoors
Archery Focus
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own time.
There are specific
The Dry Fire Pro™
steps taken by athletes
is unique in that it feels
before they ever compete
like a bow in hand.
in sports other than
Archers can attach bow
archery. But in archery,
sights or mechanical
many beginning competireleases
to
further
tors seem to think these
enhance the unique simuthings can be skipped.
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Archers should approach
using a bow. The design
our sport with the same
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as
well
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with
a
release
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mind set as those athletes
with a safe way to
with the use of a Mimicked Arrow Shaft and Nock (MASAN)
in those other sports. The
improve shooting perforDry Fire Pro™ archery training device can be the mance and to learn the basics. Joey MacGregor,
foundation instrument providing the mental and Timber Mesa Outdoors Pro Staff & Arizona 3-D
physical preparation archers need to be their at their Series Champion 2015, said “This is legit. The Dry
best. Tony Cuchiara (Owner of Arizona Archery Fire Pro is the most realistic bow training aid available.
Club) and Rhonda Crabtree (Owner of Corner Its ability to be customized is unmatched by any other
Archery) agree and want the Dry Fire Pro™ for their training aid on the market.”
instructors to safely train archers.
Search for us on Facebook at Dry Fire Archery to
An Arizona Archery Club Instructor said that he see videos, new product information, and to say hello.
could use the Dry Fire Pro™ to get his students to You can purchase a Dry Fire Pro™ from our website
view their form in front of a mirror so they could see at http://dryfirearchery.com/
exactly what he is teaching. They can also use the Dry
Fire Pro™ to focus on instruction adherence on their

Tired of Coming In Out of the Money?
Are you . . . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who
wants to get a head start on learning how to win.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has been competing for a year or so and
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but
never seems to get to those top three spots.
Then . . .
Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know outside of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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Taking Aim at Excuses
by Lisa McManus Lange
The most powerful weapon on earth is the human
soul on fire.
Ferdinand Foch
I’ve always been an active person liking to keep
busy. And sometimes I just need a little downtime to
feed my inner-hermit self; daily writing sessions and
getting lost in a good book are necessary for maintaining balance in my life. But being a mother to two boys
while working outside the home full-time keeps me
extra busy leaving little time to do extracurricular activities. My family has always been placed first—their
activities, their social life, their needs—and I wouldn’t
have it any other way. There will be time for my own
interests later.
Over the years, however, I have contemplated different activities I would like to try when everyone leaves
the nest and I have the time one day. But I have a
chronically finicky back so sticking to something safe
like early-morning power walks for weight management, stress relief, and
overall wellbeing seemed
like my best option.
But one dark morning
during my walk I tripped
and fell and I broke my
arm, but a broken bone
was the least of my worries. I had already had hernia surgery ten years
before, and the fall all but
destroyed my already compromised abdominal wall.
I required two extensive
hernia-repair surgeries over the two years following that
fall. This was no fun for a busy mother and I was left
with certain physical limitations. After the last surgery
my doctor told me to live life to the fullest, but not to
do things that would be overly strenuous for my
abdominal muscles.
As I recovered from that last surgery I wallowed in
despair over all the things I would never get to do one
day, like canoeing. But while wallowing is part of life
18

sometimes, wallowing in moderation is key. I dwelled so
much on all the things I would never do that I lost perspective of what I could do. I was still very healthy; I
didn’t have a disease and all my limbs were intact. Life
really was not that bad, but still I wallowed.
I eventually got back on my feet and got on with
things. My recovery was slow, and two years later if I did
too much I still got little “warnings” from various body
parts. Yet I do what I can, when I can, how I can. I have
always favored a positive, move-forward attitude, and
even though I got on with life, in the back of my mind
I was still pining for lost opportunities. I was so focused
on what I couldn’t do I didn’t see what I could do was
right in front of me.
My fourteen-year-old son, Matthew, excels in the
sport of target archery and is involved with the Victoria
Bowmen Archery Club. Over four years I have watched
him work his way up from newbie to assistant coach to
championship winner—which I found truly commendable for a kid his age. I
loved watching him and I
had learned quite a bit
about the sport. I had
never tried his bow;
archery was his thing and I
didn’t want to get in the
way. And besides, his muscle strength far surpassed
mine; his bow was too
heavy and the string too
taut for a muscle-lacking
mother like me. I was sure
my compromised body
would never allow for such challenging equipment, anyway.
But what I didn’t realize was that I was making
excuses.
Other archery parents would often ask if I also participate in archery. I would chuckle and scoff, “Who
me? I can’t do that! Can you imagine?” But the more
times I brushed it off, the more I began to wonder:
could I? Did I dare? I’m not a sporty person; I’m a creArchery Focus

ative person. I was a dancer in my past life, now preferring hikes in the woods, early-morning walks, reading,
writing and knitting (safer activities). My bad back,
never mind my abdomen, would never allow me to do
anything strenuous like pulling back a bowstring. Those
bows can be tough.
However, the more I watched the more I wondered.
Then during one of my son’s practices the coaches
had a “fun day” and enthusiastically encouraged their
student’s typically sedentary parents to pick up a bow.
Before I knew what I was doing I was hopping around
on the sidelines at the archery range. “Pick me! Pick
me!”
Next thing I knew, I had a bow in my hand—one
of the lighter ones, suitable for a newbie like me—and
with the help of ever-patient Coach Bradley, I shot my
first arrow.
And it hit the target.
I got 6 points out of a possible10.
And then I shot another.
And another. And then another.
And that was it.
I loved it.
When time permitted, I borrowed a light drawing
bow from my son’s archery club and practiced on the
closer, bigger targets while staying out of the way of the

“experts.” The more I practiced the more I realized I
could actually do it. The following Christmas my family of three men pooled their money and bought me my
own bow. It’s taken some getting used to but I think I
have found my “thing.” I am building up my arm muscles and my stomach and back are adjusting without
incident. I still watch my son’s practices—he comes
first—but I also shoot with him as well as attending my
own “ladies only” shoot every few weeks within the
Victoria Bowmen Archery Club.
I realize that not only will my body not suffer from
this new adventure, but neither will my family—in fact,
my husband has taken up the sport and my other son
has tried it a few times as well. It’s still too early to tell,
but I think in some little way the sport has brought my
family closer. I can practice at the same time as my son,
but with everyone getting older and involved in their
own activities without me, I can now take a little time
for myself—and that’s okay, too.
I never imagined something like archery would be
possible for me. I guess being faced with the concept of
my “limitations” propelled me forward. No more excuses, no more fears, and no more inhibitions. I just had to
take aim and shoot—and find my way.

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won
numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition, as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993
FITA World Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no
longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding
techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and
which are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use
in field archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in
unmarked shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Yes, There is a Secret
to Archery Success
by Al Wills
I’m always surprized by some of the questions I
hear from newer archers, those searching for that
“magic bullet” when they already know the answer. A
necessary truth of introductory archery is the requirement to learn basic skills. There is a set of basic skills
that are required to master this sport, learned until
they become habit and natural. There is nothing else
to base form on. Whether it’s the ten steps, five steps,
or whatever the local club teaches, they must be
engrained into a beginner’s psyche before they can
move on to anything more advanced. It doesn’t matter what archery discipline is
involved: recurve, compound,
longbow, hunting or target, the
basics are required and there are
no shortcuts. This has been
proven on introductory ranges
throughout the world time after
time after time: the beginner
who puts in the most work, and
that means the person who
shoots the most arrows, progresses the fastest. Yes, there is
always that person we all tend to
dislike who seems to have a natural talent who takes to the sport and shows natural,
solid form sooner and with less work than the rest of
us, but students with a solid work ethic will overtake
even them with time and work. And that work ethic

follows you through the remainder of your archery
career. All things being equal, that basic form will
provide the foundation for you, then the more you
practice the better you will shoot!
There has to be a comment here on coaching,
which is something I always recommended. A coach
working with new archers can save those archers
much time by cleaning up their form as they progress.
Coaching can and does prevent the learning of bad
habits. It doesn’t mean, however, that the new archer
with a coach needs fewer practice arrows. Even
archers who begin archery on
their own can do surprisingly
well by having a large weekly
arrow count, but the same archer,
having a coach help them to correct their errors, will progress
quite a bit faster.
When I’m asked one of these
questions, the ones basically asking for shortcuts to high performance, I like to smile and say,
“Yes, I can answer that: if you’ve
shot a hundred arrows my answer
won’t be as good as if you’ve shot
a thousand!” I love the old quote attributed to violinist Mischa Elman when asked by tourists “How do
you get to Carnegie Hall?” he answered “Practice.”
Practice, the only thing that everyone needs more

“A coach working with
new archers can save
those archers much time
by cleaning up their form
as they progress.
Coaching can and does
prevent the learning of
bad habits.”
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“It doesn’t matter what
archery discipline is
involved: recurve, compound, longbow, hunting
or target, the basics are
required and there are no
shortcuts.”

of and everyone has the skills at
any stage to do and which so
many are seemingly trying to
avoid! I think any coach will
agree that your basics are never
perfect or ever “good enough,”
and “good enough” is probably
archery’s biggest nemesis! Very
few of even the best archer’s
shots are perfect. Each arrow
always needs to be shot as well
as possible. Anything else just gives substandard
results both on the target and in the form we rely on.
We all need to practice shooting while thinking of
every step of the basic form, learning how to relax and
to concentrate on the shot. Not just beginners, we all
can use more practice. Beginners, however, absolutely
need “arrows in the bank.” Nothing is more important. As you pursue your archery goals you will constantly run into very experienced archers practicing
their basics.
I know all of the experienced coaches out there
are saying “Yes!” and “Could it not be more obvious?,”
but I’m hoping that the new archer looking for magical equipment or magical drills, just might take this
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advice and save themselves asking those obvious questions and
just start putting in the work and
practice. Another quote oft misattributed to Gary Player: “The
harder I work, the luckier I get”
shows how practice brings
rewards.
Practice means time with a
bow in your hand, three hours
practice is not three hours from
leaving home, stopping a few places before and after
the range and then back home. It also doesn’t mean
shooting arrows with a wandering mind. Practice
involves doing and thinking about what you are
doing.
So, yes, there is a secret to archery and the purpose of this article was to talk about it, but I guess I
should get to the point and reveal it: Of course it is
practice – practice, practice, practice followed up by a
good long dose of hard work!
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Target Panic!
Don’t Fear Your Own Creation
by Markus Wagner
There is probably no serious archer who has not
experienced target panic at least once. Over the years,
though, I have noticed that it affects those archers who
shoot for a long time many times, not just once. Those
archers have great experiences in archery and up to a
point are even partially successful, then out of nowhere
comes this fear of the gold. (Another name for target
panic is “gold fever.”) This fear may be seen in a number of different variants.
In one form it may be that the archer is not able to
bring his sight in the centre of the target anymore, he
“freezes” in the red, for example. Or it may be that he
releases uncontrollably when he comes anywhere near
the centre. Or it may be that while he is properly centred on the “X” he freezes and cannot finish the shot,
his movement becomes stagnant at this point.
All of these target panic variants have one thing in
common: the archer is no longer able to finish his shot
sequence successfully.
Only in some few cases is the reason for the target
panic based in the archer’s technique, mostly it’s a mental problem. But what is happening here in the mind of
the archer to cause this?
Experienced archers have shot their entire
sequence so often that it becomes intuitive, in that they
have acquired the ability to shoot quite unconsciously.
But at some point a little change creeps into that
archer’s sequence in ways that we cannot always control. This leads to a drop in performance which leads to
stress, the reasons for which are certainly based in the
personal environment of the archer. Or the archer has
reach a plateau, a stagnation of his performance, and in
trying new ways to increase his performance, he starts
thinking about his shot sequence again and tries to
consciously influence certain elements of his shot. This
archer may be consciously trying to make a bad 10 into
a better 10 or he might just not be “accurate enough.”
This quest for perfection becomes the highest priority
and affects the overall flow with an excess of negativity. His focus goes off of his shot sequence and onto a
wish to hit the 10. But that’s the wrong way in archery.
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Shooting arrows is not about hitting the 10. In fact
there is nothing you can do to hit the 10, you can only
control the way you operate your bow to shoot an
arrow that has a high probability of hitting a ten. Even
if he shot a perfect shot, a gust of wind could blow his
arrow into the 8-ring. Did he shoot a perfect shot? Yes.
Did he get a 10? No. The objective is to make the
whole process of shooting as smooth and repeatable as
possible so that many “10s” are the logical result, knowing that the scores of those arrows is not entirely up to
you. As in the common saying “the journey is the
reward,” the focus has to be on the journey, not the destination. Only by focussing on the journey can you
reach your destination.
How can you, as the coach of an archer with target
panic, show your archer ways which will take him back
to his former success? Basically, this is quite simple…
to describe, not always simple to do. Once you realize
the source of target panic (aiming consciously), you can
take steps get rid of this issue. If conscious aiming is
the reason for the target panic, we just have to take this
tool away from the archer. But how?
I recommend to everyone a pretty simple system of
how to get rid of target panic. For this purpose, the
archer stands at a short distance to the target butt (510 m). The target is blank without a target face. At this
distance he shoots 5-10 times sets of 3 to 6 arrows with
his eyes closed. A second person is needed for control,
security and supervision in all cases. In this “blind bale”
shooting the archer is now forced to rely on what is
important in archery: the feel of the shot ... and his
intuition. Obviously if the archer’s mind wanders, little
benefit will be had; so ask your student to focus on the
feel of his shots with the goal of being aware of this feel
every time he shoots. Now he has to rely what he feels
inside himself which he unconsciously used as a guide
to a “good shot” before becoming too focusing on aiming perfectly.
Then the archer repeats the whole process with
eyes open, while still continuing to focus on his inner
feelings.
Archery Focus

At the end of such an exercise session he can put a
target face (full 40 cm—indoors) on the target butt and
shoot 3-4 times blind and finally 1-2 times on target.
The objective is for the feel of the blind shots be recognizable in the “on target” shots. Starting from the
very close distance, the distance can be incrementally
increased up to the full (indoor) distance of 18 m as a
learning control to see if changes are already recognizable. This entire process can occasionally last for several weeks but this should not discourage the archer. On
the contrary, he should integrate this procedure as a
part of his normal training sessions in the beginning
until the target panic has vanished and he can establish
again his previous level of success. He will realize that
an increase in performance cannot be achieved by
focusing on the target itself, but only in that his execution of his shot sequence should be made more consistent than it already is. The smaller the differences from
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one shot to the next one, the closer the arrows will be
in the target and the higher the potential score.
Another side-effect will come up: The archer will realize that his eyes shouldn’t follow the sight while aiming. The moment you placed your hand in the
bow-grip and the other one on the string you will look
with your eyes at the target but in your mind you focus
on the shoot sequence. Your eyes will not move. You
will bring the sight in this line. And not the other way
around.
Explain to your archer that we do not think about
how the individual processes of one shot can or should
be combined. That we know the one thing that makes
archery successfully is: focusing on the feeling the shot.
That if he trusts his imagination and intuition that his
arrows will hit the target where he wants them to go …
into the centre where the X is.
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No w Availa ble!
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coaches can track progress.
The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious annotations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.
The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by changing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being provided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

All of this is
included in here!

Available from Amazon.com
and ArcheryEducationResources.com!
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We Need to
“Get a Grip”
by Steve Ruis
Compound archers are suffering from a form
of “feature drift.” Just as in the early decades of personal computer development, “bugs” are declared to
be “features” and bows move on incorporating things
that are not good but are labeled as being good,
apparently by definition. The point in question now is
the grip section of compound bow risers.

where the shoulders basically point to the bow (and
are at a 10o-12o angle – closed, to the plane of the
bow/arrow). Because of this form difference, the bow
arm of compound archers is coming into the grip at a
steeper angle than a recurve archer’s bow arm. Since
the draw force is transmitted to the bow via the bow
arm, it is important that the force be transmitted to
the bow as much in the plane of the riser as possible.
Otherwise the force coming from “off to the side” will
cause the bow (and arrow rest) to rotate when the
string is released (and since arrows shot with release
aids stay on the rest longer than do arrows shot by
“fingers” archers, if the rest moves, it takes the arrow
with it). Compound archers discuss this “bow hand
torque” (“torque” being a twisting force or a force that
causes a rotation) quite a bit but recurve archers are
puzzled by these discussions because, for them, it
doesn’t come up.
A “fat,” that is wide,
grip on a bow accentuates
this “miss generating
STANDARD HIGH
torque” and, since the

The Background
Not that long ago, just over 20 years, all compound
bows came with detachable grips. Typically the grip,
made of wood or plastic, fit over a section of the riser
and was held in place by one or more screws. Bows
could be ordered with a variety of grips (low, medium,
high) and specialty companies existed to produce custom grips for these bows (I still use Loesch grips
fondly).
If you were not
aware, standard compound form involves having the archer’s shoulders
parallel to the plane of
VERY LOW
LOW
the bow (and arrow) as
opposed to recurve form
DAS Revurve Bows come with a wide choice of grips.
Archery Focus
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was level. That is an ultrafirst few generations of
low wrist grip.
compound bows were
And, this is a probbeing designed by recurve
lem? Yes, this is a probbow designers, comlem. Extend your bow
pound bows had grips
arm straight out to your
like on recurve bows,
side and then bend your
which were fairly wide.
wrist up so that your hand
In the mid- to lateis “palm out” and as verti1990’s, compound profescal as you can get it. Most
sionals were exploring
people come up shy of a
ways to reduce this source
90o angle when doing
of error from their shots
this, which is the same
and it became the vogue
angle as the grip sections
to remove the fat grip
I have been discussing.
altogether and “shoot off
The result of this experiof the riser.” Maybe a
ment is that at full draw,
tennis wrap or some tape
Here’s one bowyers take on what “high, medium, and low” wrists
with
the bow level and
or moleskin was added to grips
means (there are no industry standards). In order for attachable
grips to fit on a bow, the bow grip section must be
you “shooting off of the
the bare metal of the riser
substantially lower in angle.
riser,” your bow wrist is at
to insulate the bow hand
from a cold riser or to reduce the unwanted slip of a the limit of its range of motion. This is not where we
sweaty bow hand, but that was just about all that was want any of our body parts to be when making
archery shots, ever. Not only that, but the shock of
done.
Manufacturers took note that their sponsored pro shot after shot after shot is being delivered to a wrist
archers were shooting their bows without their grip in a position at the extreme edge of its range of
attached. By implication this inferred there was some- motion, where is has limited ability to absorb such
thing wrong with their grips, so this was a “problem” shock. I can’t prove it but I strongly suspect that this
that needed to be addressed. The first “solution” by is a source of repetitive stress injuries to bow wrists.
the manufacturers was to emulate the computer folks Nobody seems to be keeping good statistics on this
and turn a “bug” into a “feature.” By eliminating the but bow wrist “injuries” seem common enough (I have
grip altogether and the drilled and tapped hole(s) had two).
necessary to receive the screws to hold the thing on,
they created a “new, improved” integral grip, one that And the Solution Is?
was less expensive to produce, too. You can’t blame I hate pointing out a problem without being at least
them for doing this as their supported archers were able to suggest a solution or two. Hoyt Archery has
shooting “lights out” and setting records while they come up with one. They have a new compound riser
design in which the grip section of the riser has a slot
were doing this.
in it, down its length. Into this slot, thin high, medium, and low wrist grips can be inserted. And, I believe
And, the Problem Is?
there was talk about including all three when a bow is
So, what’s the problem?
The problem is that in order to be able to attach sold, a practice that was common amongst earlier
high, medium, and low wrist grips to those earlier compound bow manufacturers, but that is just talk I
bows, the angle of the underlying grip section had to haven’t seen a confirmation of that as yet.
A better solution is to have an industry standard
be at a super-low or ultra-low wrist angle. And as far
as I can tell, there was no change made to this angle grip section design that all bows would use and then
built into the riser. I was recently working with a new the grip that fit your hand so well on your last bow
compound student, who had a brand new bow and could be popped off and clipped into your new bow.
the “grip,” that is the bare section of the riser that her If you look around, in the compound and recurve
hand was to be placed upon, was just shy of being per- realms alike, you will see extensive grip modifications.
pendicular to the ground at full draw, when the bow This is something that will not go away, because the
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grip is the only area of the
feel” grip from bow to
bow the archer is in contact
bow to bow.
with while the arrow is
leaving the bow, hence it is
A Closing Note
critical to success. Once an
I have seen one study
archer has a grip set up to
that seems to indicate
their liking, having to start
that a “medium wrist”
from scratch every time
grip is more desirable
they get a new bow is a
for consistent accuracy.
pain (similar to the pain in
But with so many
their wrist, just in a differarchers and so many
The Hoyt Podium X Elite Grip System creates grips no wider than
ent location).
bows a great many more
the riser itself but with inserts to change the angle. I am sure that
The new Hoyt design archers
studies would have to be
will immediately begining “adjusting” the inserts and Hoyt
may do well by selling “blanks” that can be customixed.
(they gave it the name of
done. Unfortunately,
the “Podium X Elite Grip
this kind of research isn’t
System”) is a candidate for such a standard, but I all that popular in research universities. (I have hopes
would hate to see yet another Hoyt design get ripped we can change this.)
off like the International Limb Fitting (ILF) was.
A consequence of “not knowing” is that we need
Possibly Hoyt would consider licensing their grip to be able to facilitate archers testing out their equipdesign with a very low license fee so that other com- ment to see what works best for them. Few archers
panies could affordably adopt it. The adopting com- even have the low, medium, and high wrist grips to fit
panies of the new standard could then work to design onto their bows to do a little testing. Having a stantheir own versions of the high, medium, and low wrist dard system would make the parts more readily avail(or even adjustable) “inserts” to fit into the standard able as they would be interchangeable.
slot. And we would be able to transfer our “perfect

Raise Money for Your Archery Club!

Generate cash for your archery club by joining the
Archery Focus Affiliate Program! It’s as Easy as 1, 2, 3!

1
2
3

Click on “Affiliate Info” on your AF account page.
Download your choice of AF banner and place it on your website.
Each time a click results in a new subscription, a 30% commision
($9.80) will be credited to the PayPal account you’ve specified.
Got Questions? Email Claudia@ArcheryFocus.com
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New in the
WAF Coaching Library!
L ARRY WISE
ON
COACHING ARCHERY
Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, especially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows but on how
to coach people to do that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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AER Articles for Coaches

Helping Them
Deal With Frustration
Part of Archery Instructor Fundamentals by AER
Beginning archers can experience frustration along with the fun. Often this comes from
expecting a bit too much success. The first couple
of archery sessions are full of fun and popping balloons. But too often younger archers expect that all
of their arrows should be finding the gold by their
third lesson. Unreasonable expectations can be
dealt with by comparing that
archer’s performance to the
others and by calm assertions
that everything is normal (at
least so far). But there are occasions where frustration must be
dealt with head on and this
article is an attempt to examine
a few scenarios that could be
used for guidance.
Here are a few sources of frustration and what
can be done to smooth them over.

armguard fits. So, a number of arm guards have to
be modified for these students. Elastic bands can
have knots tied in them to shorten their length.
Straps with Velcro can be cut off and overlapped
and re-stitched to shorten them. You cannot just
shrug your shoulders and think “Whadya gonna
do?” You must do something to properly protect
your student-archers.
Even a properly placed
armguard will not protect a
poorly placed bow arm.
Younger archers, especially
female archers, can have a bow
arm that has their elbow crease
horizontal (rather than vertical). They must be taught to
rotate that elbow into proper position. The AER
Elbow Rotation Drill was invented to teach this
vital information.
A contributor to an improper bow arm configuration is a bow that has too much mass. Do try a
lighter weight bow to see if this helps.

“Too often younger
archers expect that all of
their arrows should be
finding the gold by their
third lesson.”

I’m Always Hitting My Arm!
This is not only frustrating by also can be painful.
We teach our beginning coaches that if an archer
hits his/her arm, it is the coach’s fault and they
should take it personally. (We also tell them that it
will happen from time to time no matter what they
do.) Armguards are, of course, a “must” but they
must be the proper size and be properly placed.
Archers need to be taught to adjust the position of
their armguard from time to time as they do squirm
around. Very young archers often have spindly
arms that are so slender that no normal program
Archery Focus

I Never Win Any of the Contests!
We ask you to spice up your sessions with “mini
competitions” such as grouping contests, scoring
contests, etc. We also suggest that you limit “prizes”
to one per session per archer as the best archer in
any group could probably win all of the competitions. (Prizes do not need to be material. One long
running contest in one of our programs had as a
Continued on the Next Page
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prize the right to call oneself “Champion of the
World” until the next session.)
Even with all of those controls it is easy for one
of the lesser skilled archers to go week after week
and not score a “win.” We do not advocate cooking
something up to guarantee those archers a win, nor
do we suggest “participation awards.” Winning and
losing need to mean something.
With our more serious archers, before we take
them to a competition in any season we rehearse
what to do if they win: how to bow their head
slightly for a medal ribbon, how to shake hands
with one hand and accept an award with the other,
how to find the camera and smile into it as you
receive your award. These rehearsals are valuable,
even for those unlikely to win. Such preparation
implies that a win is possible so is somewhat
affirming. It also adds depth and texture to what
winning involves.
For students who are frustrated because they
have not yet won, we try to turn that frustration
into a focus on what they need to do to win. If they
get really excited in a competitive situation, we
teach them how to be calm. If they change their
form, thinking something “special” is needed to

win, we point out the folly of that. We ask them
“What do you think you need to do to win?” Often
they answer “shoot better.” That is the starting
point of a discussion. “Do you shoot better or worse
in competition?” “Why do you think that is?”
“What do you think you should try to do to make
it easier to win?” All of these are questions that can
get your student thinking. You will need to help
them with suggestions, like pretending they are in
the final three, two, or one arrows in a competition
when they are just shooting during practice. But be
sure you are not overwhelming them with too many
suggestions. Give them one. Have them try it. Ask
how it is working? Try something else.
A win is not the only source of a balm for this
frustration. Sometimes just shooting better is good
enough, sometimes coming in second is good
enough.
I Can’t Get Through My Clicker!
For more advanced students, this is a common complaint. Typically these are Olympic Recurve archers,
but clickers are used elsewhere (just not often).
Even student-archers with near perfect form
and almost perfectly set up equipment will

Confessions of an Archery Mom
Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair has written
about her adventures guiding herself and three boys through the world of
archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches, equipment, tournaments, travel,
and a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright
side, although not without some teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she
ends up a mentor, coach (yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach),
road manager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the
tragic death of her second son are bared as she writes.
Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains
of Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything from snow
and hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by sandblasting winds
while just trying to shoot a few arrows.
If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a great
deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her
journey.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available from Amazon.com
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encounter this problem. With young archers it is
often due to a growth spurt. All of “a sudden” their
clicker clicks before they are anywhere near full
draw. Well, when they grow a half of an inch, their
draw length goes up by a quarter of an inch and zip
. . . right through their clicker. In these cases,
adjustment of the clicker is all that is needed.
(Korean coaches check the spans of their young
archers monthly as a check on what is happening to
their draw lengths as they grow.)
But let’s say that everything was fine yesterday,
but not today, so a growth spurt can be ruled out.
Now what? In every case, it is wise to check
whether the clicker position is correct. We want it
to be in the middle of the range of positions for
their arrow point when they draw and anchor. That
way if they are a little long or a little short on one
particular draw, they are still “hanging on the
point” and can finish the shot. If, on the other
hand, they are borderline too long or too short,
they are just a tiny bit away from either gliding
right through the clicker or not being able to get
through at all. To check the position, do a Clicker
Check.
How to Do a Clicker Check After your student
has warmed up, ask them to draw and anchor without their clicker. They are going to be shooting
these shots so make sure they will hit the target
butt as they won’t be looking at it. What you are
looking for is when the arrow is loosed, is the point
even with the back edge of the clicker blade. After
3-4 shots discuss what this says about the position
of the clicker.
Then ask them to not shoot the next shot, but
ask them instead to continue to expand through the
shot while maintaining perfect form. While they
are in the midst of this exercise I ask them to “Pull,
pull, pull . . . c’mon you can do better than that!”
What you are looking for is that their arrow point
get no farther behind the back edge of their clicker
blade than 1/4˝ (0.6 cm). If they can draw their
arrow farther behind their clicker while maintaining good form, then the clicker is too far out. If
they can’t get that far behind the blade, then the
clicker is too far in.
Once you get the clicker reset to whatever position you think best, ask your archer to take some
shots with the clicker in use. Often this is all that
is necessary, but. . . .
Frustration Can Be It’s Own Cause Even if your
student’s bow and clicker are set up perfectly, there
Archery Focus

is a simple trap they can fall into. There is normal
variation in draws: some come up a tiny bit short,
others come up a tiny bit long. We use a draw test
to see if an archer is ready for a clicker. In that test
5-6 draws are marked (by placing a dot on the
arrow’s shaft opposite the pressure button or other
reference while they are at full draw) and those 5-6
marks need to be no farther apart than one half
inch before we recommend a clicker be used. (We
think it is a mistake to use a clicker in an attempt
to make an irregular draw regular.)
Because your students haven’t been practicing
for years, their range of draw lengths is wider than
someone who has done that many thousands of
times. So, it is not that unusual that a student could
fail to get through her clicker three times in a row.
If she were to shrug this off, relax, and try again,
the odds are that she would make it through and
then continue to shoot normally. But, if she gets
frustrated (“I can’t seem to get through this danged
clicker!”) it is not unusual to tense up. Muscle tension shortens muscles and makes it even harder to
get through the clicker and each failure to do so
results in more frustration which leads to more
muscle tension, which creates an even shorter draw
length. The frustration creates the exactly wrong
response.
To solve this problem requires the archer to
relax, which reduces tension, lengthens the muscles
involved, lengthens the draw and makes it easier to
get through her clicker.
You need to look for the tell-tale signs of muscular tension (white knuckles on the bow or string
hand, hunched shoulders, etc. Help them lower
their tension by doing some deep breathing, maybe
the Shoulders Up, Shoulders Down drill, have her
shake the tension out of her arms, etc. The best
case scenario is that she will recognize that tension
is the source of her dysfunction when she encounters this again and knowing what to do, she does a
few tension lowering activities and voila, she solves
the problem. Doing this a couple of times unaided
results in this being addressed subconsciously from
that point forward and “no more problem.”
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Two Hot Books from WAF!
Watching Arrows Fly Has Archery Books
for Kids and Their Parents!

Do you know new young archers or
parents of new archers?
Get them started right with these new guides!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for
Kids explores with text, photos, and diagrams all the
questions new archers have about the sport they are
embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A
session based on the most common question kids ask
about archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most
knowledgable coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Finally, parents with kids getting involved in
archery have a book just for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about
archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique,
execution, and equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!

Available from Better Pro Shops and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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AER Articles for Archers

Dealing
with Frustration
Part of Archery Fundamentals by AER
Beginning archers can experience frustration
along with the fun, so can advanced archers. For
beginners this often comes from expecting a bit too
much success. The first couple of archery sessions are
full of fun and popping balloons. But often younger
archers expect that all of their arrows should be finding the gold by now, sheesh. If you are in this situation, try comparing your performance with that of the
others in your group; most often you will see others
shooting as well or as poorly as you are. Trust me,
some frustration is almost always a normal thing, but
there are occasions where frustration must be dealt
with head on and this article is an attempt to examine
a few scenarios that might help you if and when you
get frustrated with your archery.
I’m Always Hitting My Arm!
This is not only frustrating by also can be painful. We
teach our beginning coaches that if an archer hits
his/her arm, it is the coach’s fault and they should take
it personally. (We also tell them that it will happen
from time to time no matter what they do.)
Armguards are, of course, a must, but they must be
the proper size and be properly placed. You need to be
taught to adjust the position of your armguard from
time to time as they do squirm around. Very young
archers often have spindly arms that are so slender
that no normal program armguard fits. So, arm guards
have to be modified for such students. It is not
acceptable to have an armguard dangling below an
archer’s bow arm; it isn’t guarding anything there!
Even a properly placed armguard will not protect
a poorly placed bow arm. Younger archers, especially
Archery Focus

female archers, can have a bow arm that has their
elbow crease horizontal (rather than vertical). You
may have to learn to rotate your elbow so that the
crease on the inside of your arm is straight up and
down. (There is a drill—The AER Elbow Rotation
Drill—to help learn this; ask your coach about it.)
A contributor to an improper bow arm configuration is a bow that is just too heavy (too heavy, not too
hard to draw, although that isn’t good either). Do try
a lighter weight bow to see if this helps.
Hitting your bow arm isn’t acceptable. If it keeps
happening, keep asking your coach for help.
I Never Win Any of the Contests!
We ask your coaches to spice up your archery sessions
with “mini competitions” such as grouping contests,
scoring contests, etc. We also suggest that they limit
“prizes” to one per session per archer as the best archer
in any group could probably win all of the competitions. (Prizes do not need to be a sticker or pin or a
candy bar or even anything physical. One long running contest in one of our programs had as a prize the
right to call oneself “Champion of the World” until
the next session.)
Even with all of those controls it is easy for an
archer to go week after week and not score a “win.”
We do not advocate cooking something up that only
you can win, nor do we recommend “participation
awards.” Winning and losing need to stand for something.
With our more serious archers, before we take
them to a competition in any season, we rehearse
Continued on the Next Page
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what to do if they win: how to
bow their head slightly for a
medal ribbon, how to shake
hands with one hand and accept
an award with the other, how to
find the camera and smile into it
as you receive your award. These
rehearsals are valuable, even for
those unlikely to win. Such
preparation suggests that a win is possible so is somewhat affirming. (Imagine what it would be likes to be
asked to “sit out” such a rehearsal. Awful!) It also adds
depth and texture to what winning involves.
If you are frustrated because you have not yet
won, try to turn that frustration into a focus on what
you need to learn to be able to win. Do you get really
excited in a competitive situation? If so, this is not
helpful, you need to be calm. Do you change your
form, thinking you need to do something special to
win? If you do, you are substituting something you
have never practiced for what you have practiced.
Does that sound like a good idea? (We hope not
because it isn’t.)
“What do you think you need to do to win?”
When we ask archers this question they often answer
“shoot better, I guess.” “Do you shoot better or worse
during the competitions?” Many answer “worse.”
“Why do you think that is?” “What do you think you
should try to do to make it easier to win?” All of these
are questions that we hope will get you thinking. Your
coach will be there with suggestions, like pretending

you are in the final three, two, or
one arrows in a competition
when you are just shooting during practice. But archery is an
individual sport and the individual, also known as “you,” needs to
figure some of these things out.
In contests, you want to shoot
exactly as you do in practice
because that is what you are prepared to do. If you get
into competitive archery seriously, you will be told to
try to “make practice as much like competition as you
can” for this very reason.
And winning is not the only cure for this frustration. The only person you can really best in a contest
is yourself. If you shoot a personal record score in a
contest, that is a better score than you have ever shot,
will you win? You can’t answer this question because
it depends on who else shows up at the competition.
And there is always someone better than you, even if
you are the #1 ranked archer in the world, you will not
win every competition. On some days, other archers
will be better.
Should you be sad you shot a “PB” score and lost?
We hope not. Shooting a personal best is the best!
Certainly it is better than shooting a lousy score and
still winning. That doesn’t feel so good.

“If you are frustrated
because you have not yet
won, try to turn that frustration into a focus on
what you need to learn to
be able to win.”
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I Can’t Get Through My Clicker!
For more advanced students, this is a common complaint. Typically these are Olympic Recurve archers,
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but clickers are used elsewhere (just not as often).
Even student-archers with near perfect form and
almost perfectly set up equipment will encounter this
problem. With young archers it is often due to a
growth spurt. All of “a sudden” their clicker clicks
before they are anywhere near full draw. Well, when
you grow a half of an inch in height, your draw length
goes up by a quarter of an inch and zip . . . there you
go, right through your clicker. In these cases, adjustment of the clicker is all that is needed.
But let’s say that everything was fine yesterday,
but not today, so a growth spurt can be ruled out. Now
what? In every case, it is wise to check whether the
clicker position is correct. We want it to be in the
middle of the range of positions for their arrow point
when you draw and anchor in
proper position. That way if you
are a little long or a little short on
one particular draw, you clicker is
still “hanging on the point” and
you can finish the shot. If, on the
other hand, your clicker is borderline too long or too short, you
are just a tiny bit away from either gliding right
through the clicker before you are ready or not being
able to get through it at all. To check the position, you
need to do a Clicker Check. To do this you need the
help of your coach or another archer.
How to Do a Clicker Check After you have warmed
up, you will be drawing, anchoring, and shooting
without using your clicker. So either stand up close to
a butt or just make sure your arrow is pointed correctly before you begin. Ask your “assistant” to see if the
point even with the back edge of the clicker blade
when the arrow is loosed. You need to do this 3-4
times before your “assistant” comments, then discuss
where your arrow point was under these conditions.
This is a comparison of where your body thinks full
draw position is versus where the clicker is set.
Next you are going to put an arrow under your
clicker but you will not shoot this one, instead you
will let down at the end. On this “shot” after the clicker clicks you will continue to expand through the shot
while maintaining perfect form. What your “assistant” is looking for is how far your arrow point gets
behind the back edge of your clicker blade. We want
it to be no more than 1/4˝ (0.6 cm). If you can draw
your arrow point farther behind your clicker while
maintaining good form, then the clicker is too far out.
If you can’t get that far behind the blade, then the
clicker is too far in.

Once you reset the clicker to whatever position
you think best, take some shots with the clicker in
use. Often this is all that is necessary, but. . . .
Frustration Can Be It’s Own Cause Even if your
bow and clicker are set up perfectly, there is a simple
trap you can fall into. There is a normal variation in
the length of draws: some come up a tiny bit short,
others come up a tiny bit long. Because you haven’t
been practicing for years, your range of draw lengths
(shortest to longest) is wider than someone who has
done that many thousands of times. So, it is not that
unusual that a student like you could fail to get
through your clicker three times in a row. If you were
to shrug this off, relax, and try again, the odds are that
you would make it through and then continue to
shoot normally. But, if you get
frustrated (“I can’t seem to get
through this danged clicker!”) it
is not unusual to “tense up.”
Muscle tension shortens muscles
and makes it even harder to get
through the clicker and each failure to do so results in more frustration which leads to more muscle tension, which
creates an even shorter draw length. The frustration
creates the exactly wrong response.
To solve this problem requires you to relax, which
reduces tension, lengthens the muscles involved,
lengthens the draw and makes it easier to get through
your clicker. To help you lower your tension there are
some simple drills: doing some deep breathing, for
example, maybe the Shoulders Up, Shoulders Down
drill (ask your coach), or shaking the tension out of
your arms, etc. The best case scenario is that you will
recognize that tension is the source of your clicker
problem when you encounter it and knowing what to
do, you do a few tension lowering activities and voila,
the problem is solved. Solving your own problem a
couple of times by yourself results in this being
addressed automatically from that time on and “no
more problem.”
We hope these examples show you that when you
get frustrated with your archery, there are solutions:
just ask your coach!

“Even if your bow and
clicker are set up perfectly, there is a simple trap
you can fall into.”
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New in the WAF Coaching Library!

The Principles of
Coaching Archery
Volume 1

Surely there are principles to guide coaches of archery. Uh, like
“Be positive!” and “Never describe how they are doing it wrong,
describe how to do it right.” and . . . . and . . . .yeah, Steve Ruis ran
into the same problem. But he persevered and here is the first
extensive collection of coaching prionciples for archery coaches,
with explanations.
The
Watching Arrows Fly
Coaching Library is a effort to supply archery coaches with a literature,
not just on the shooting of arrows
out of bows but on how to coach
people to do that better.

and Coming Soon! Volume 2

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
Thye Principles of Coaching Archery (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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The Watching Arrows Fly Catalog
The Watching Arrows Fly
Coaching Library
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery
(2014)
by Larry Wise
For compound and
bowhunting coaches.
Archery Coaching How To’s
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For those coaching out of their
area of experise and beginning-tointermediate coaches.
Even More on Coaching Archery
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
More on Coaching Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
Coaching Archery (2008)
by Steve Ruis
For beginning-to-intermediate
coaches.

General Archery Titles
ProActive Archery (2012)
by Tom Dorigatti
For compound archers
wanting to be
really good.

Professional Archery Technique
Third Edition (2009)
by Kirk Ethridge
Primarily for compound and 3D archers.
Winning Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
For archers wanting to learn how
to win.
Archery 4 Kids (2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written for an 8 to 14-year old
beginner audience.
Confessions of an Archery Mom
(2011)
by Lorretta Sinclair
Stories of an Archery Mom coping
with three boys, all
outstanding archers.
Shooting Arrows (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help adults cope with
their new sport.
Why You Suck at Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written for archers who want to
learn why they aren’t getting better
and how they can.
A Parent’s Guide to Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help parents who have
children in archery.

A ll Titles A v ailable on Amazo n.co m
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